A physiologically realistic model has been constructed for a theoretical study of the mechanisms by which the vertebrate visual system absorbs linearly polarized light. Using a 4 · 4 matrix technique, analytic solutions to MaxwellÕs equations have been deduced for rod and cone photoreceptors, allowing calculation of the absorbance as a function of wavelength for a variety of illumination geometries. With the use of experimentally measured optical parameters, the calculated absorbance spectra show excellent agreement in both magnitude and form with microspectrophotometric data. Moreover, failing to correct for the true nature of reflection or scattering in the sample, results in the elevated absorbance commonly seen at shorter wavelengths in experimental measurements. Finally, calculated dichroic ratios also accurately predict experimental results, mirroring the differences seen between rods and cones.
Introduction
The optical properties of rod and cone photoreceptors depend strongly on their birefringent and dichroic structure. Order at the molecular level and the photoreceptorÕs anisotropic structure defines how light is absorbed by these highly specialized cells (Harosi, 1981; Snyder, 1979) . For example, it is now almost 70 years since Schmidt (1938) discovered that light was absorbed more strongly when polarized parallel to the transverse axis of the photoreceptor outer segment. He correctly interpreted this dichroism as evidence for the transverse orientation of the chromophore, something which has since been confirmed by other workers (Harosi, 1975; Harosi & Malerba, 1975; Liebman, 1962) .
Experimental measurements of the photoreceptorsÕ optical structure very quickly generated the need for a quantitative interpretation of the results within a theoretical framework. Both Denton (1958) and Liebman (1962) recognized this, and by analyzing the ratio of the absorbance of light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the transverse axis of the photoreceptor (the dichroic ratio), it was soon discovered that the main transition dipole moment of the chromophore was tilted with respect to the transverse axis of the outer segment. Harosi and Malerba (1975) further improved on this treatment, theoretically investigating how high numerical apertures within the experimental apparatus affected the analysis of results, and producing a generalized model of dichroic absorption. An alternate theoretical direction (Liebman, Jagger, Kaplan, & Bargoot, 1974; Weale, 1971) has also been followed in terms of relating the measured birefringence of photoreceptor outer segments to both the ultra-structure of the cell and the anisotropic nature of the membranes. Liebman (1975) , Laughlin, Menzel, and Snyder (1975) and Harosi (1981) have all provided reviews on the analysis of birefringence measurements by considering the optics of model anisotropic systems. However, no work has yet unified these two different directions, providing a model for calculating the spectral absorbance and dichroic ratios of vertebrate photoreceptors within an optically and physiologically accurate framework.
It is this unification we address in the current work. By considering optical parameters such as the real and complex parts of the refractive indices, intrinsic and form birefringence and physical parameters such as rotational diffusion, we derive the complex dielectric tensor for a vertebrate photoreceptor. Furthermore, by applying a well proven technique from the field of liquid crystal physics (Berreman, 1972) , we use this dielectric tensor to calculate both the transverse and axial spectral photoreceptor absorbance from analytic solutions to MaxwellÕs equations. We believe this is the first instance where this technique from liquid crystal physics, a topic intrinsically concerned with the optics of anisotropic systems, has been applied to this area of vision research. The well proven basis of the theory (Azzam & Bashara, 1987; Berreman, 1972; Roberts et al., 2003; StJohn, Fritz, Lu, & Yang, 1995) allows us to make valid and direct comparisons between our theoretical calculations and previously published experimental absorbance spectra and dichroic ratio measurements.
The photoreceptor dielectric tensor
The optics of complex anisotropic structures are commonly modelled using a 4 · 4 matrix technique (Berreman, 1972 ). The method allows analytic solutions of MaxwellÕs equations to be deduced and the transmitted and reflected intensities calculated for the system being modelled here. The absorbance of the system, A, can then be calculated using the formula (Harosi, 1981) A ¼ log 10
where I R is the light intensity incident on the photoreceptor (reference measurement) and I M is the intensity transmitted by the photoreceptor. Indeed, there are strong parallels between the structure of some liquid crystal phases and the self-assembling membrane structures that constitute the outer segments of rods and cones, confirming the validity of our approach. The ordered stacks of photopigment-containing membranes within the outer segment are a model example of the lamellar liquid crystal phase. To calculate the absorbance of the anisotropic layered structure for both rods and cones, the complex dielectric tensor must first be derived for these individual anisotropic bilayers. The following derivation will initially consider the situation of a single photoreceptor being illuminated from the side, this being the illumination geometry used in all experimental measurements to date. The coordinate system, a representation of the complex dielectric tensor to be derived and angles to be used are detailed in Fig. 1A .
Assuming that the absorption along the long axis of the chromophore is very much greater than the other two orthogonal axes (Mathies & Stryer, 1976) , the absorption tensor of the chromophore is given by
where a represents the imaginary part of the dielectric constant. However, the main transition dipole of the chromophore is not coincident with the principal axes of the opsin that surrounds it (Grö bner, Burnett, Choi, Mason, & Watts, 2000; Jäger et al., 1997) . Therefore, by rotating the chromophore frame of reference into the protein frame by an angle h (see Fig. 1A ), the chromophore tensor in the proteinÕs frame of reference, (h), becomes
where
Multiplying out Eq. (3) and including the real dielectric constants of the protein frame of reference, the full dielectric tensor becomes Jäger et al., 1997) , the rotational diffusion (Brown, 1972) and bilayer tilt (Das, 1995; Liebman et al., 1974; Powers & Nelson, 1995; Roberts et al., 2004) respectively. The rotational degree of freedom in the sample for the whole outer segment around its long axis is set with the angle s and is shown by the rotation from the x, y 0 , z 0 axis system to the x, y, z system.
where i and i ¼ 1, 2, 3, represent the three real dielectric constants and n ¼ ffiffi p with n being the refractive index. Also, we set 2 ¼ 3 and define the intrinsic birefringence as n 1 À n 2 .
Several degrees of freedom must also be accounted for with similar rotational transformations. With reference to the angles defined in Fig. 1A these are: the rotational diffusion of the system (Brown, 1972) , n; the bilayer tilt (Das, 1995; Liebman et al., 1974; Powers & Nelson, 1995; Roberts, Temple, Haimberger, Gleeson, & Hawryshyn, 2004) , c; and the rotational degree of freedom for the whole outer segment around its long axis, s. (In Fig. 1A this is the rotation from the x, y 0 , z 0 axis system to the x, y, z system.) All these parameters can be included in the dielectric tensor for the membrane by similar transformations as in Eq. (3), to give ðs; c; n; hÞ ¼
where the elements AA, . . ., FF are defined in Table 1 . It is worth noting that the above dielectric tensor is biaxial primarily because the principal axes of the real and complex parts of the tensor are not coincident. However, as will be detailed below, in accounting for the rotational diffusion through the outer segment as a whole, the problem reduces to a uniaxial system.
Under transverse illumination, the form birefringence of the outer segments must also be taken into account. Form birefringence (as opposed to the intrinsic birefringence of the lipid bilayers) occurs due to the ordered arrangement of the membranes where the thickness of the membranes and dimensions of the outer segment are smaller and larger respectively than the wavelength of light. Consideration of the differing boundary conditions when the electric field vector is either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of the membranes then allows the derivation of formulae describing the complex form birefringence. As detailed later, several studies (Harosi, 1981; Laughlin et al., 1975; Liebman, 1975; Liebman et al., 1974; Israelachvili, Sammut, & Snyder, 1975) have theoretically investigated form birefringence with varying degrees of success. In our treatment of this problem, the effect of form birefringence can simply be included within the calculations by generalizing the standard formulations to a tensorial format (Born & Wolf, 1999) . For example, if the electric field vector, E, is parallel to the plane of the membranes, then its tangential component must be continuous across the surface discontinuity and accordingly (Born & Wolf, 1999 , see Sections 15.1 and 15.5)
where D is electric field displacement vector, k stands for the three indices x, y, z, and l stands for each of the x, y and z in turn in the summation. Hence the complex dielectric tensor for light polarized parallel to the plane of the membrane must be given by transverse ¼ f ðs; c; n; hÞ þ ð1 À f Þ cytoplasm ; ð8Þ Table 1 The substitutions used in the derivations of the dielectric tensor for transverse and axial illumination of a photoreceptor
Àa sin h cos h sin n a cos h sin h cos n e ( 2 À 3 +a cos 2 h)cos n sin n a cos h sin h sin n f ( 2 + a cos 2 h)sin 2 n + 3 cos 2 n 3 + a sin 2 h where f is the volume fraction occupied by the bilayers and cytoplasm is the dielectric tensor of the cytoplasm surrounding the bilayers, given by
with e being the dielectric constant of the surrounding cytoplasm. Illumination with with polarized perpendicular to the plane of the membranes follows the same considerations. By a similar method, the complex dielectric tensor for the membranes under an axial illumination geometry can be derived from the coordinate system illustrated in Fig. 1B . With the change in coordinate system and following a similar series of coordinate transformations, the dielectric tensor for axial illumination is also given by Eq. (6) with the different substitutions, again detailed in Table 1 .
From the calculation of the complex dielectric tensors, solutions to MaxwellÕs equations can be then deduced as set out in several texts, (for example, a detailed derivation in S.I. units is given by Azzam and Bashara (1987) ). From the calculation of the single layer optical tensor, solutions to the propagation equation can be obtained, giving the layersÕ propagation tensor. Under axial illumination, the multiple layered structure of the outer segment can then be correctly modelled through a successive multiplication of the layer propagation tensor with cytoplasm to calculate the overall optic tensor. This also allows rotational diffusion to be accounted for, simply setting the value of n with a random number generator (between the limits of 0°and 360°) from one anisotropic layer to the next. However, for transverse illumination, the same layered structure does not exist along the direction of propagation. Nevertheless, rotational diffusion must still be taken into account. This is achieved by a similar repeated multiplication of the systems transverse propagation tensor with only the value of n changing from one ''effective'' layer to the next, i.e. the real parts of the tensor are identical through the structure. Finally, generalized field vectors of the external incident, transmitted and reflected waves can be related to the internal electric fields components. This allows both the 2 · 2 complex amplitude transmission and reflection matrices to be calculated, the determination of which completes the problem.
Calculations of photoreceptor absorbance
The accuracy of any theoretical modelling is critically dependent on the validity of the parameters used in the calculation. As described in the previous section, in order to calculate the spectral absorbance of vertebrate photoreceptors under transverse illumination, several physical quantities must be known. The anisotropic real and complex parts of the membrane refractive indices, the refractive index of the cytoplasm surrounding the membranes, the dimensions of the membranes and cytoplasmic space, and the dimensions of the outer segment itself are all required. In the following calculations, we used the previously published value of 1.365 obtained by Liebman et al. (1974) for the refractive index of the cytoplasm. Unfortunately, accurate dispersion data (i.e. the variation of n with wavelength) for outer segment membranes do not exist, in particular data for the complex part of the refractive indices. Liebman et al. (1974) and Liebman (1975) measured the intrinsic birefringence and mean value of the real part of the membrane refractive indices to be 0.0135 and 1.475 respectively. From these results, n k ¼ 1:481 and n ? ¼ 1:468 represent a good approximation for the refractive indices. Here n i and n^signify the refractive indices parallel and perpendicular to the mean molecular orientation in the membrane. These values are also consistent with calculations in Israelachvili et al. (1975) . The complex dispersion in the membrane refractive indices was estimated from the results of Chance, Perry, Akerman, and Thorell (1959) and Harosi (1981) . Fig. 2A illustrates the function used to model the complex dispersion. In this study we only considered the a-and b-absorption bands, with the function a sum of two Gaussian distributions. In order to calculate the relative wavelength position of the b band, we used the equation for A1 pigments derived by Govardovskii, Fyhrquist, Reuter, Kuzmin, and Donner (2000) ,
where k maxb and k maxa are the wavelengths of maximum absorbance for the b and a bands respectively. It is worth noting that the value of the complex dispersion at k maxa is %16 · 10 À4 , a close approximation to the value of 13.5 · 10 À4 calculated by Harosi (1981) . The value of h for the tilt of the chromophore dipole moment was 16° (Jäger et al., 1997) . Dimensions of the outer segment membranes and surrounding cytoplasm were modelled as 200 and 100 Å respectively and were included in the calculation of the transverse propagation tensor to account for the form birefringence.
In order to make comparisons between our work and experimental measurements, the calculations in the rest of this paper consider transverse illumination, as this is the typical experimental illumination geometry. Examples of calculated axial absorbance spectra have been published elsewhere (Roberts et al., 2004) . Fig.  2B illustrates calculated absorbance spectra for a model UVS cone, rod and LWS cone photoreceptor at absorbance maxima of 372, 505 and 575 nm respectively. In these calculations the outer segment diameters were modelled to be 3 lm. Qualitatively, the profiles of the curves are typical of absorbance spectra measured experimentally by microspectrophotometry (MSP), clearly showing both the a-and b-absorbance bands. Quantitatively, the magnitudes of absorbance also compare well to experimental results. For the modelled rod, the absorbance at k max was approximately 38 · 10 À3 for a 3 lm diameter outer segment. This equates to a specific absorbance of 0.013 OD, which lies within 0.008-0.017 OD, the range generally measured across a wide variety of vertebrate species (Harosi, 1981; Harosi & MacNichol, 1974b; Hawryshyn, Haimberger, & Deutschlander, 2001 ).
To further investigate how closely the profiles of our calculations agreed with experimental MSP measurements, we directly compared our results with experimental absorbance spectra of rods from (Fig. 3A) Bufo bufo (Govardovskii et al., 2000 , redrawn from Fig. 1C ) and (Fig. 3B ) Oncorhynchus kisutch (Roberts et al., 2004) . In order to calculate the absorbance spectra with a similar k max to the experimental results, we choose k maxa of the complex part of the refractive index accordingly. Both sets of calculated data were also normalized to account for the unknown outer segment diameters. Considering the assumption associated with the complex refractive index dispersion, the comparison between spectra is remarkably good. The deviations between the calculated and experimental measured spectra can be solely attributed to the Gaussian form of the modelled complex dispersion not accurately describing the exact physiological function. Interestingly in Fig. 3A there is a 2 nm difference between calculated and experimental k maxb . This indicates that while the relationship of Govardovskii et al. (2000) set out in Eq. (10) is accurate for the A1 absorbance spectra template, it does not directly translate to the complex dispersion in the dielectric tensor.
The absorbance spectrum profile
Eq. (1) defined how the absorbance is calculated as decadic logarithm of the transmittance. However, this formula is only strictly valid when there is no loss (reflection or scattering) within the sample. Experimentally, it is always assumed that these losses are negligible. Nevertheless, for light travelling through inhomogeneous media with multiple refractive index changes, this must be considered to be an approximation.
A common feature of many published experimental absorbance spectra has been the elevated nature of the short-wavelength side of the spectrum. The rise in the measured absorbance can occur for several reasons, with photoproduct production being perhaps the most common. However, in studies where bleaching and photoproduct production have been effectively minimized, a rise in absorbance at shorter wavelengths is often still seen. Fig. 4A illustrates this with a typical example of such an absorbance curve redrawn from Harosi (1987, Fig. 3) . It is generally understood that scattering effects and the numerical aperture mismatch between condenser and objective contribute to this type of spectrum profile. Within our calculations, we can make similar assumptions to the experimental situation by ignoring any reflections and simply calculating the absorbance as log 1 T where we have unit incident intensity and T is the transmitted intensity. Such a calculation is presented in Fig. 4B , and clearly shows a similar artifact of the raised absorbance at shorter wavelengths.
Several published MSP studies have paid particular attention to the reduction of these experimental losses. Most notable is perhaps the recent study of Govardovskii et al. (2000, see Appendix 2) on the validity of universal visual pigment template. Fig. 3A , (Govardovskii et al., 2000, redrawn from Fig. 1C) showed that with careful control of experimental losses and the benefit of the large diameter outer segments of Bufo bufo, experimental absorbance measurements produce absorbance spectra without the elevated absorbance at shorter wavelengths. Indeed, they concluded that MSP rod absorbance spectra match almost exactly the digitonin extract spectra from the same species. In accounting for any loses, our calculations (Fig. 3A solid line) also produced minimal distortion on the short-wavelength side of the spectrum. This leads therefore to a general conclusion that such elevation in the absorbance (when there is minimal photoproduct production) is primarily an experimental artifact due to loss within the sample.
Calculations of dichroic ratios
In studying photoreceptor optics, several workers, for example Liebman (1962) , MacNichol (1974a, 1974b) , Harosi (1987) , have made measurements of the dichroic ratio, DR. As mentioned in the introduction, the DR is the ratio of absorbance parallel and perpendicular to the transverse axis of the photoreceptor (Harosi & Malerba, 1975) and such measurements have been used in the proposal of several models for the ordered distribution of rhodopsin within rod outer segments (Harosi & Malerba, 1975; Liebman, 1962) . The general treatment of the problem by Harosi and Malerba (1975) resulted in the conclusion that the main transition dipole is inclined at an angle of 16°-18°to the transverse axis of the outer segment, a fact more recently confirmed using NMR measurements (Grö bner et al., 2000; Jäger et al., 1997) . The original motivation behind HarosiÕs work was to correctly account for the effects of the condenser numerical aperture (N.A.) in DR measurements since, as they point out, the light microscope could not fulfil its job as an optical magnifier if it were to use collimated light. Their calculations (Harosi & Malerba, 1975, Fig. 3) showed that the value of the DR was a strong function of the N.A. reducing for example from 200 to 10 when increasing the N.A. from 0.2 to 0.8. However, in assessing the importance of the N.A., the analysis presented did not include the tilt of the chromophore transition dipole moment calculated in the work. Using Eq. (10) from Harosi and Malerba (1975) we have reproduced the dependence of the DR on the condenser N.A. (Fig. 5) , but for the situation when the transition dipole moment of the chromophore is both tilted (at 16°, the solid line) and not tilted (the dashed line and previously calculated by Harosi and Malerba (1975) ) with respect to the plane of the membrane. It can be clearly seen from this calculation that the measured DR is in fact a much weaker function of the N.A. when the tilt of the transition dipole of the chromophore is considered. The dichroic ratio is only reduced from 6.4 to 4.5 when increasing the N.A. from 0.2 to 0.8. Nevertheless, the effect of the convergent incident beam does reduce the measured DR at high numerical apertures. We can similarly calculate the DRs from first principles and for the first time analyze theoretically how the DR changes as a function of both wavelength and the photoreceptor dispersion. A further benefit of our analysis is that we fully incorporate the effects of form birefringence into the calculations. Various other works (Harosi, 1981; Israelachvili et al., 1975; Laughlin et al., 1975; Liebman, 1975; Liebman et al., 1974) have attempted to theoretically calculate this effect of form birefringence, although none offer a complete description. For example previous works such as Israelachvili et al. (1975) , Harosi (1981) predicted a strong form birefringence component for the membrane volume fraction equal to zero. Of course if their are no membranes and the system is isotropic, there can be no form birefringence. Also, nearly all previous works ignored the anisotropic nature of the membranes themselves (with the exception of Israelachvili et al. (1975) ). To the authorsÕ knowledge no other work has also attempted to account for the correct geometry of the complex part of the refractive indices. A more complete study of the effects of form birefringence on the DR of vertebrate photoreceptors will be the subject of a future publication by the authors.
In Fig Harosi and MacNichol (1974a) . The dashed and solid lines represent the chromophore transition dipole moment orientation parallel to the transverse axis of the outer segment and tilted at an angle of 16° (Harosi & MacNichol, 1974a; Liebman, 1962) . results in a calculated value for the rod depicted here of 7.7 (parameters used were as for the rod in Fig 2B) . In fact Fig. 6B shows that the DR is independent of wavelength, a result which agrees with Palacios, Srivastava, and Goldsmith (1998) , who found the DR to be an constant function of wavelength in photoreceptors of several species of amphibian. The two curves in Fig. 6B represent the calculated DR when the form birefringence is included (solid line, f ¼ 0:3 (Israelachvili et al., 1975) ) or ignored (dashed line) in the calculations. It can clearly be seen that the effect of form birefringence increases the DR by a factor of 1.26. This again is similar to previously published results. Table 2 presents several examples of experimental DR measurements from a variety of animals, and as can be seen from this table, values for vertebrate rods typically lie in the range of 3-5. Therefore, although our calculated value is the correct order of magnitude, it does appear somewhat too high. However, in our model we have only considered collimated incident light and not the convergent beam used in experiments, and as discussed previously, correcting for a typical condenser N.A. would reduce our calculated results %5.5 much closer to experimental measurements. Also, we should again consider the experimental approximation of no losses within the system. Calculating the DR of the absorbance spectra where the reflected component was ignored (Fig. 4B) gives a value of %4 when no form birefringence is considered. Consequently, the combination of the form birefringence, effect of the numerical aperture and the somewhat unquantifiable nature of the loss in the system would result in the calculated DR lying in experimentally measured range of 3-5. One should perhaps conclude from this discussion that it appears somewhat fortuitous the effects of form birefringence and loss within the system effectively cancel out, such that Liebman (1962) and Harosi and Malerba (1975) actually calculated the correct tilt of the main transition dipole. As a further comparison, in a study of all spectral classes of photoreceptors from two species of monkey (Maccaca fasicularis and M. mulatta), Harosi (1987) measured the linear dichroism as a function of wavelength, an equivalent parameter to the DR defined as proportional to (T i À T^)/(T i + T^). Converting our results to linear dichroism and normalizing both sets of data, (Fig. 6C) shows they are in excellent agreement with each other.
One consistent finding for dichroism measurements of vertebrate photoreceptors has been that cones posses a lower DR than rods. Table 2 gives several examples of cone measurements and typically the DR range is 2-3, compared to 3-5 for rods. Several explanations have been put forward for this difference. For example, Harosi and MacNichol (1974b) suggested a direct relationship between the cell size and the measured DR values, citing increased refraction and loss due to the smaller radii of curvature. However, cones and rods of similar diameters still exhibit the same trend between their DRs. A further possibility is that recent experimental results (Roberts et al., 2004) showed that rod and cone photoreceptors in coho salmon (O. kisutch) absorb linearly polarized light differently. All spectral classes of cone (and not rods) were found to exhibit a tilted optical geometry where the maximum absorbance of transversely illuminating polarized light occurred when the Table 2 Previously measured dichroic ratios
Dichroic Ratio
Photoreceptor type SpeciesE-vector was not parallel to the transverse axis of the outer segment. This result was not due to the tilt of the chromophore transition dipole. All rods measured exhibited maximum absorbance only for light polarized parallel to the transverse axis of the photoreceptor, the expected result considering rotational diffusion and the mean molecular orientation normal to the plane of the membrane. In our calculations of absorbance in cones, we accounted for the tilt through the parameter c (see Fig. 1 ) and set the magnitude to 15°. This represented a conservative value based on the experimentally measured distribution. Fig. 6D shows that with accounting for form birefringence in a MWS cone calculation, the difference between the orthogonal absorbance curves, and therefore the DR is visibly reduced and at k max the DR is %5. Again considering the effect of numerical apertures within the system and the assumption of no loss, the value becomes consistent with the range of experimental measurements in Table 2 . As yet the origin of the tilted optical structure in this species is undetermined, although Roberts et al. (2004) proposed two possibilities; either the membranes are tilted with respect to the outer segment or the mean molecular orientation within the membranes is tilted with respect to the layer normal. Work is currently being undertaken to resolve these possibilities. Nevertheless, entertaining the possibility that a similar tilted optical geometry may exist in the cones of other species offers an accurate explanation of the difference between the dichroic ratios of rods and cones.
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented analytic solutions to MaxwellÕs equations for a physiologically accurate model of rod and cone photoreceptors. By using previously measured optical parameters, such as refractive indices or the orientation of the main transition dipole within the cell, we have shown that the calculated absorbance spectra match experimental results to very good level of agreement. The validity of this approach allowed us to assess the accuracy of the general experimental assumption that no reflection or scattering occurs in the sample during MSP measurements. Our results proved that a commonly observed artifact of increased measured absorbance at shorter wavelengths can be due entirely to this assumption. MSP has also been consistently used to measure dichroic ratios of photoreceptors. By correctly accounting for the effects of form birefringence, numerical apertures within the system and again the assumption of no loss, we find that the calculations accurately predict measured dichroic ratios. Furthermore, the dichroic ratios of cones are always measured to be less than those of rods. Incorporating the findings of Roberts et al. (2004) into the model resulted in the correct prediction of a lower dichroic ratio in vertebrate cones.
